Cervino Marketing Delivers Smart
Marketing Dashboards
Netherlands-based Klipfolio Partner Combines Big Data Engine with
Klipfolio Dashboards

Company Background:
Cervino Marketing, based in Amsterdam, the Netherlands, delivers solutions
that provide insight into marketing numbers. The company designs and
deploys visually attractive and very smart online dashboards that incorporate
data from numerous data sources,
including Facebook, Twitter, Google
Analytics, Copernica, Coosto, LinkedIn,
Instagram, Salesforce, and proprietary
systems. The company’s solutions deliver
near real time visibility into key marketing
numbers and metrics. Cervino Marketing
is one of Klipfolio’s largest business
partners in Europe.

Business Challenge:

Klipfolio Solution:

Cervino Marketing’s client base is made up of marketing

Cervino Marketing built its own, proprietary Big Data

agencies servicing clients of all kinds and sizes. Like any

Engine, which is deeply connected with Klipfolio. The Big

service business, these agencies need to provide regular

Data Engine collects the data near real time, analyzes the

activity and performance reports to their clients. However,

data, and serves it up in visually compelling, client-specific

gathering the data from multiple online sources, such as

dashboards via Klipfolio.

Facebook, Google Analytics, Google AdWords, Twitter, and
more, is very time-consuming. Once they have the correct
data, the agencies need to put that information into Excel
spreadsheets and/or PowerPoint presentations. On
average, each report takes two or more hours; multiplied
across the client base, that turns into a significant amount
of time and energy spent on monthly reporting.

“The client dashboards we’ve created
have significantly reduced the amount
of time spent on monthly reporting,
while also increasing the relevance and
accuracy of the data presented.”
Eric van Dorp, owner, Cervino
Marketing

Additionally, once the report is created, the data becomes
stale. While a client may review the report within a day,
they may also let it languish for weeks. This can often
result in a client reacting to data that is out of date. The
options then are to wait for the next monthly report, or to
ask the agency to create a new report – increasing the
administrative costs of the account.

The agencies have one dashboard for each client. Since
Cervino Marketing uses Klipfolio’s advanced API, it can
quickly deploy new dashboards for new clients, based on
the agency’s custom templates and look and feel. Many of
Cervino Marketing’s agency clients now have a
comprehensive dashboard that displays data that spans
the agency’s performance across the entire client portfolio,
a so-called “Agency Dashboard.” This provides them with
an elegant, near real-time solution for both internal and
client reporting needs.

Klipfolio Results:

Moving forward, Cervino Marketing will bring more

“Klipfolio looks really simple on the outside, but inside it

complex analysis to its Big Data Engine, including

is very advanced in its possibilities,” said Erik van Dorp,

predictive forecasting and trend analysis. As Klipfolio

owner, Cervino Marketing. “The client dashboards we’ve

continues to expand its integrations with valuable

created have significantly reduced the amount of time

sources of marketing data, the Big Data Engine and

spent on monthly reporting, while also increasing the

Cervino Marketing will be able to further increase the

relevance and accuracy of the data presented. And

value of the combined solution.

Klipfolio’s flexible platform allows us to build scalable
solutions for agencies to serve their clients with the right

Erik van Dorp concludes: “Our mission is to help

numbers.”

marketers fall in love with their numbers, because we
believe they can dramatically improve their performance

Additionally, Cervino Marketing’s clients are finding a

when they combine their gut feeling with the right

great deal of value in the agency-wide dashboards.

numbers. Klipfolio the best tool to deliver on that

“Before turning to our solution, agencies would have to

promise.”

log in to individual dashboards to get client metrics. If
the agency had 20 clients, that meant getting data from
20 different dashboards. With our agency-wide
dashboard, they can log in to one single “Agency
Dashboard” and view metrics and data from all their
clients. And Klipfolio makes the agency dashboard look
really good too!” commented van Dorp.

